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Abstract
We present a general computational theory of stem cell networks and their de-
velopmental dynamics. Stem cell networks are special cases of developmental
control networks. Our theory generates a natural classification of all possible
stem cell networks based on their network architecture. Each stem cell network
has a unique topology and semantics and developmental dynamics that result in
distinct phenotypes. We show that the ideal growth dynamics of multicellular sys-
tems generated by stem cell networks have mathematical properties related to the
coefficients of Pascal’s Triangle. The relationship to cancer stem cells and their
control networks is indicated. The theory lays the foundation for a new research
paradigm for understanding and investigating stem cells. The theory of stem cell
networks implies that new methods for generating and controlling stem cells will
become possible.
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1 Introduction
Stem cells are crucial in embryogenesis as well as maintaining our bodies. They are the source
of tissue regeneration, generating skin, hair, and replacing damaged cells in wound healing.
They are also the source of many cancers. Understanding the nature of stem cells and what
controls them is, therefore, of great importance. The aim of this essay is to understand the
essence of what makes stem cells run. To achieve this we present a general theory of devel-
opmental networks that lie hidden in stem cells and control them. The theory is abstract and
powerful describing the universal principles and architectures that underly all stem cell net-
works. This allows us to model and simulate all stem cell types. And that enables us to do
computational experiments by running different networks in virtual stem cells and observing
their behavior in a virtual space-time context of other cells.
(a) G3 OctalTetrahedron.
Fig. 1: Two views of an Octal Tetrahedron. This Octal Tetrahedron was grown from a
single cell. A cell first divides symmetrically several times to produce the resulting symmetries
[28]. Then a 3rd order stem cell networks generates a tetrahedron. The result after several
synchronous divisions is what you see. As shown in this article, these stem cell networks
whether cancerous or normal have growth dynamics related to the classical Greek figurative
numbers and Pascal’s triangle.
The result is a deep understanding of the properties of real stem cells and their controlling
networks. It also gives us a profound insight into the nature of the role of cancer stem cells in
metastases. The theory predicts that there exists a metastatic hierarchy that corresponds directly
to the stem cell network hierarchy. We will describe the stem cell network hierarchy and show
that this network hierarchy has direct causal links to this previously unknown hierarchy of
metastases. This has important implications for the classification, diagnosis and treatment
of metastases in cancer. The theory also implies that it is in principle possible to construct
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methodologies that can transform cancer stem cell networks into a harmless form giving us the
potential to ultimately cure and even eliminate such cancers.
1.1 Developmental control networks
We postulate that multicellular development is controlled by networks. We call these networks
developmental control networks or cenes for control genes. The global developmental control
network is the entire network that controls the development of an organism. This global cene
is sometimes called the cenome [26].
Stem cell networks form a subclass of developmental networks. They have a well defined
network architectures with a range of topologies. We will show that stem cell networks form a
hierarchy based on their network topology. The properties of stem cells are determined by the
properties of their network architecture. It is the network architecture that gives stem cells their
primary defining property, namely, the capacity to self-renew while generating an unlimited set
of progeny of various cell types. The network locality determines the stem cell maturity and the
capacity of its progeny to differentiate to various cell types. Thus, the potency of a stem cell’s
daughter cell is determined by the locality of that stem cell network in the global developmental
network.
1.2 Definitions: Two kinds of stem cells
We distinguish two independent properties of stem cells: Self-renewal (iteropotency) and the
capacity to transform into various cell types (transpotency). These two properties are often
confused in the scientific and popular science literature.
1.2.1 Iteropotent stem cells
We define a cell to be iteropotent if it has the capacity of self-renewal. When an iteropotent
stem cell divides it generates two daughter cells, one that has the same control state as the
parent and one that is in a new developmental control state. The developmental control state
of a cell is defined by the set nodes in the developmental network that are active in that cell.
Examples of self-renewing, iteropotent stem cells are skin (epithelial) and hair stem cells,
bone marrow stem cells, and cancer stem cells. Aniteropotent cells are by definition non-self-
renewing cells.
1.2.2 Transpotent stem cells
We define a cell to be transpotent if it has the capacity to differentiate into other cell types. The
degree of transpotency is the variety and number of cell types into which a transpotent cell can
differentiate. Transpotent stem cells are usually, roughly classified into embryonic, totipotent,
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pluripotent, and oligopotent stem cells. Transpotency may be conditional and context depen-
dent. Natural transpotency is a natural, inherent property of the cell. It is the natural property
of a cell to transform itself based on its context and developmental network state. Artificial
transpotency is an artificial, experimentally induced property of cells that would not naturally
occur.
1.2.3 Relations between transpotency and iteropotency of stem cells
Because self-renewal and transpotency are orthogonal properties of cells they can occur in any
combination: A transpotent stem cell need not have the capacity of self-renewal even though
it may generate stem cells that do have that capacity. So too, the two properties of stem cells
can coexist in the same cell. For example, a self-renewing stem cell may also be transpotent,
but if it differentiates it may or may not retain its property of self-renewal. Finally, a self-
renewing stem cell may may not be transpotent and yet generate transpotent cells. All these
different cases can be more precisely defined and modeled by different developmental stem cell
networks.
1.3 The graphical network formalism
We will use an abstract graphical network language to describe developmental networks. Dif-
ferential equations are often used to describe the quantitative output of cell proliferation. While
our graphical networks can in part be reductively formalized by differential equations, such re-
ductions loose many of the architectural properties and advantages of graphical developmental
networks. A good deal of theoretical and practical insight is lost in reductions to differential
equations. Since many of the biological parameters and molecular implementation of stem
cell networks is still unknown and perhaps never will be fully known, graphical representa-
tion languages of developmental networks help us to understand developmental processes and
may even enable us to control developmental processes without necessarily knowing or under-
standing their full molecular implementation. This is not to say that modeling attempts with
differential equations is not worthwhile. Indeed, we use differential equations to model the
physics of cell interactions. One goal is to link up lower level differential equation formalisms
of molecular networks with our higher level abstract graphical representations of developmen-
tal control networks. Any cooperations to this end are welcomed by the author.
1.4 Plan
The main focus of this essay will be on self-renewing, iteropotent stem cell networks. We
first look at deterministic stem cell networks. We describe meta-stem cell networks and their
mathematical properties. We discover a stem cell hierarchy of networks and show that their
proliferative properties are related to the geometric numbers and the coefficients of Pascal’s
Triangle. Next, we describe the close relationship between normal stem cell networks and
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cancer stem cell networks. We apply the theory of the hierarchy of stem cell networks to
metastases. We show that there is a direct correspondence between the stem cell network
hierarchy and a metastatic hierarchy. The theory of a hierarchy of metastases makes testable
predictions and has significant implications for cancer diagnosis and treatment. We then add
stochasticity to stem cell networks and investigate the range of stochastic stem cell networks.
It turns out that adding stochasticity makes stem cell networks extremely flexible. Next, we
add cell communication to stem cell networks. Finally, we combine deterministic, stochastic
and communication stem cell networks.
2 A hierarchy of stem cell networks
Traditionally, stem cells have been viewed as cells that endlessly self-regenerate while produc-
ing terminal daughter cells of some type regulated by some terminal developmental network.
However, there may exist stem cells produce other stem cells. We refer to stem cells that
produce stem cells as meta-stem cells or as higher order stem cells. The order of a stem cell
depends on the number of linear loops in its developmental control network. A 3rd-order stem
cell network contains three loops and produces 2nd-order and 1st-order stem cells. In turn, a
2nd-order stem cell network contains two loops and produces only 1st-order stem cells. 1st-
order stem cells are controlled by single loop and produce terminal cells or cells with limited
proliferative potential. Cells with limited proliferative potential that can engage in a small
number of further divisions are called progenitor cells. We will see that stem cell networks
have proliferation or growth potential related to the geometric numbers and the coefficients of
Pascal’s Triangle. Without preconditions in an idealized setting without physical constraints,
a k−th order stem cell network would have the proliferations properties of an k-th order ge-
ometric network (see 2.5). We will thus sometimes refer to stem cell networks as geometric
networks when emphasizing their geometric growth properties and to distinguish them from
exponential networks (Werner [27]).
2.1 First order linear stem cells
A first order stem cell produces no additional stem cells. Instead a first order stem cell A
produces cells B that is in a different control state than its parent cell A. The stem cell thus
produces one daughter cell that inherits the control state of its parent which is A itself and one
daughter cell B that is in a new control state. Thus stem cells have a self reflexive control
system. Note, that the cell B may still be multi-potent in that it may be controlled by a network
that generates a whole multicellular system.
First order stem cells have conditional control networks. This means that their activation de-
pends on not just being linked into another network that activates them but that they can only
be active if the conditions Φ are satisfied.
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Φ1 → A1 B
β
α1
Fig. 2: Network G1: 1st Order (Linear) Stem Cell Network The cell of type A1 is a regular
stem cell that divides conditionally. If condition Φ1 hold, then A1 produces cells of type B.
One daughter of A1 self loops giving a daughter cell of the same cell type A1 as the parent. The
other daughter cell differentiates to type B. The a stem cell controlled by this network exhibits
slow, linear growth. The proliferation potential is given by Equation 2.7.
In terms of network topology, first order stem cells are similar to first order geometric cancer
networks in that both contain one loop Werner [27] They contain one loop and generate cells
linearly, one at a time. The newly generated cells B are terminal cells that do not prolifer-
ate or they may be progenitor cells that are controlled by a terminal developmental network
(see Werner [27, 26] for more on developmental control networks, stem cell and cancer net-
works. The cells B may also be transpotent cells that can be induced naturally or artificially to
differentiate into various cell types.
2.2 Second order geometric meta-stem cells
Basic first order stem cells can only produce terminal cells. A first order stem cell cannot
generate any further stem cells and a regular developmental network that links to a single stem
cell network will only generate one stem cell. Thus, to produce multiple stem cells we need
another type of developmental network. One way multiple stem cells can be produced is by
networks of the type NIk (Fig. 7) that could produce 2k identical first order stem cells. But this
is still limited by number of loops k in those networks. Another method is to have meta-stem
cell networks that can endlessly produce 1st order stem cells. It is possible that organisms use
both strategies.
Thus, there are at least two methods of producing stem cells. A developmental network may
link to a stem cell network to generate one or more stem cells. Or there are meta-stem cells that
can produce an unlimited supply of stem cells. A third method uses stochastic dedifferentiation
of terminal or progenitor cells to their 1st order stem cell parent network. ([27]).
Meta-stem cells, like first order stem cells, can also have conditional activation in that being
linked into another network is not sufficient for their potential activation. Their preconditions
Φ2 must be satisfied at each pass of the loop to execute the next loop. In the case of cancer
stem cells the preconditions may be permanently switched on or they may be null.
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Φ2 → A2 Φ1 → A1 B C
α1 β
α2 α1
Fig. 3: Second order, meta-stem cell network NG2: The cell A2 is a meta-stem cell that
given condition Φ2 holds, produces stem cells of type A1 which in turn conditionally produces
cells of type B. Thus, the cell of type A1 is a regular stem cell. If condition Φ1 hold, then A1
produces cells of type B. When their preconditions are satisfied, both A2 and A1 proliferate
linearly such that the joint proliferation potential is given by Equation 2.10.
2.3 3rd-Order stem cell networks NG3 with 3 loops
Adding another loop to a meta-stem cell network results in a meta-meta-stem cell network or
third order stem cell network.
A3 A2 A1 D
α2 α1 δ
α3 α2 α1
Fig. 4: Network NG3 A 3rd-Order Stem Cell Network: A stem cell network 3 loops: The
proliferation potential is give by Equation 2.13. Each cell of type Ai, i < 3, is a higher order
meta-stem cell; it produces stem cells of type Ai−1. Thus, cell type A3 is a meta-meta-stem cell
that produces meta-stem cells of type A2, etc. The cell type A2 is a stem cell that produces a
stem cell A1 which in turn produces a non-stem cells of some type D.
2.4 Meta-stem cells
Geometric networks of the above type suggest a new category of stem cells, namely, meta-stem
cells (see subsection 2.2). A linear or first order stem cell is a cell that produces other cells
(that are not stem cells) by means of a linear developmental network. Meta-stem cells are stem
cells that produce stem cells. Thus a 2nd-order geometric network with two loops contains a
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meta-stem cell A2 that produces linear stem cells of type A1. A 3rd-order three loop geometric
network contains a meta-meta-stem cell A3 that produces meta-stem cells A2 that produce stem
cells A1 that produce cells of type D. And, so on.
Whether a geometric meta-stem cell network is a cancerours network will depend on the prop-
erties of the cells and how they function in the organism. Any stem cell or meta-stem cell net-
work can by mutations become an exponential cancer (see below). A transformation of linear
stem cell network into a meta-stem cell network will make the stem cell proliferate according
to Equation 2.4 below and be potentially harmful. Indeed, even the metastatic behavior of can-
cer stem cells will be seen to be directly related to the properties of their geometric, meta-stem
cell networks (Sec. 5).
2.5 Geometric stem cell networks NGk with k loops
Ak Ak−1 A1 D
αk−1 δ
αk αk−1 α1
Fig. 5: Network NGk: An k-th order stem cell network: A geometric cancer with k loops:
Each of the cell types Ai, i = k . . .1 are cancer cells whose joint proliferation potential is give
by Equation 2.2. Each cell of type Ai, i < k, is a higher order meta-stem cell; it produces stem
cells of type Ai−1. Thus, cell type Ak is a meta-stem cell that produces stem cells of type Ak−1,
etc. The cell type A1 is a first order stem cell that produces regular non-stem cells of type D.
The difference between stem cells and cancer stem cells has to do with their functionality in
the system as a whole.
2.6 Mathematical properties of geometric stem cell networks
A stem cell network of the above type with one or more loops in a linear connected sequence
leads has interesting mathematical properties. It turns out that such networks are directly re-
lated to Pascal’s Triangle, binomial coefficients and geometric numbers. Under the appropriate
interpretation, one loop simple produces a line. Two loops produce a triangle. Three loops
produce an equilateral pyramid (tetrahedron), four loops a pentalope (a four dimensional pyra-
mid), etc. In general, an network of k linearly connected loops will produce an k-dimensional
pyramid. Or viewed numerically, after n synchronous rounds of ideal division, a cancer net-
work with k linearly connected single loops produce the sum of the first k binomial coefficients
at level n of Pascal’s triangle.
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Recall that by definition: (n
k
) = n!
k!(n − k)! (2.1)
Then the number of cells produced by a single cell that is controlled by an stem cell network
with k linearly connected loops, after undergoing n rounds of synchronous cell division division
is given by the following formula (for n > 0):
Cells(n, k) = k∑
i=0 (ni) =
k∑
i=0
n!
i!(n − i)! (2.2)
The above formula shows the direct relationship between such stem cell networks and the
binomial coefficients of Pascal’s triangle, i.e., the coefficients the binomial theorem.
Given the following standard definitions:
1. Linear number:
Lin(n) = 1 + n = 1 + (n
1
) when n ≥ 1 (2.3)
2. Triangular number:
Tri(n) = n2 + n
2
= n(n + 1)
2
= (n + 1
2
) (2.4)
3. Tetrahedral number:
Tet(n) = n(n + 1)(n + 2)
6
= (n + 2
3
) (2.5)
4. Pentalope number:
Pen(n) = n(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)
24
= (n + 3
4
) (2.6)
Then the number of cells, Cells(n, k), that develop after n rounds of synchronous division obey
the sum of the coefficients of Pascal’s Triangle where n is the height of the triangle and k is
horizontal coordinate corresponding to the number of single connected loops in the regulatory
network. These sums correspond to the volumes of the corresponding k-dimensional geometric
form in an ideal k-dimensional discrete space:
1. For one loop we get a 1-dimensional structure where its length gives the number of cells:
Cells(n,1) = Lin(n) = 1 + n (2.7)
2. Two loops add the triangular number to give the area of a 2-dimensional triangle:
Cells(n,2) = Lin(n) + Tri(n − 1) (2.8)
= 1 + n + n(n − 1)
2
(2.9)
= 2∑
i=0 (ni) = (n0) + (n1) + (n2) (2.10)
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3. For three loops add the tetrahedral number to give the volume of 3-dimensional pyramid:
Cells(n,3) = Lin(n) + Tri(n − 1) + Tet(n − 2) (2.11)
= 1 + n + n(n − 1)
2
+ n(n − 1)(n − 2)
6
(2.12)
= 2∑
i=0 (ni) = (n0) + (n1) + (n2) + (n3) (2.13)
4. For four loops add the pentalope number to give the volume of a 4-dimensional pyramid:
Cells(n,4) = Lin(n) + Tri(n − 1) + Tet(n − 2) + Pen(n − 3) (2.14)
= 1 + n + n(n − 1)
2
+ n(n − 1)(n − 2)
6
+ n(n − 1)(n − 2)(n − 3)
24
(2.15)
= (n
0
) + (n
1
) + (n
2
) + (n
3
) + (n
4
) (2.16)
5. For k loops sum the sequence of numbers through n!k!(n−k)! to give the volume of a k-
dimensional pyramid. Given n > 0 :
Cells(n, k) = Lin(n) + Tri(n − 1) + Tet(n − 2) + . . . + (n
k
) (2.17)
= 1 + n + n(n − 1)
2
+ n(n − 1)(n − 2)
6
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + n!
k!(n − k)! (2.18)
= (n
0
) + (n
1
) + (n
2
) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + (n
k
) (2.19)
= k∑
i=0 (ni) =
k∑
i=0
n!
i!(n − i)! (2.20)
6. So, in general we have:
Cells(n, k) = { 1 if n = 0∑ki=0 n!i!(n−i)! = ∑ki=0 (ni) otherwise (2.21)
This view shows the direct relationship between this type of cancer and stem cell network
and the geometric numbers. What is fascinating is that these ideal networks have a genera-
tive competence with such interesting numerical properties. Their mathematical history spans
back from the binomial theorem, to Pascal’s triangle, to the Greek’s discovery of geometric
numbers.
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3 Stem cell production in development
Stem cells are created in a developmental context. This is done by linking in a stem cell
network into the normal developmental network. The locality of origin of the link in the de-
velopmental network to the stem cell network determines the properties of the cells that a stem
cell network generates. For example, heart stem cells are different from liver stem cells even if
one can coaxed into assuming the properties of the other.
3.1 Multi-identical linear stem cell network
A linear k-identical cell stem cell network NIkL = NIkG1 links an identical cell network NIk
that generates k identical cells with a downstream linear stem cell network NL = G1. The
simplest case is where the number of identical linear stem cells is k = 2:
A B C D
c
b
b
b
Fig. 6: Network NI1L = NI1G1 : A binary-linear stem cell network. An initial network NI1
is linked to a linear stem cell network G1. The network NI1 generates 2 identical stem cells
B which are controlled by NL = NG1. The parent cell A divides into two identical daughter
stem cells of type B. B is controlled by a linear self-renewing stem cell sub-network which
generates terminal cells of type C.
If 2 is the number of identical cells controlled by the network and n is the number of loops
synchronously executed by those cells then in this case the number of cells after n cell divisions
is:
Cells(n) = 2 + (2 × n) (3.1)
The phenotype of such a network would have identical linearly growing stem cells in several
places at once. They would have started simultaneously (up to some error range).
More generally, let NIk be a network of k identical divisions that generates 2k cells. Then we
can generate a stem cell network NLIk if we link an upstream NIk to a simple linear stem cell
network of type G1 (see Fig. 2), for example as follows:
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A0 A1 A2 Ak−1 Ak = B C
α1
α1
α2
α2
αk
αk
αk
c
Fig. 7: Network NIkG1 Multi-linear stem cell network starting from 2k identical cells:
This network generates k identical divisions to produce 2k identical daughter stem cells of type
Ak = B from one founder cell A1. The B stem cells are controlled by a linear stem cell sub-
network that after n rounds of division, jointly produce 2k × n terminal cells of type C while
retaining a constant 2k of linear stem cells of type B. Starting from one founder cell, the total
number of cells after n rounds of synchronous division is: Cells(n, k) = 2k + 2k × (n − k + 1) =
2k × (n − k + 2) if n > k and Cells(n, k) = 2n otherwise.
The below is function describing the ideal rate of growth after n synchronous divisions where
k is the number of identical daughter cell divisions nodes in the network in Fig. 7.
Cells(n, k) = { 2n if n <= k
2k + 2k × (n − k + 1) = 2k × (n − k + 2) for n > k
3.2 Stem cells that generate identical cells
AL A0 A1 A2 Ak−1 Ak = B
α1
α1
α2
α2
αk
αk
αL
α0
Fig. 8: Network NG1Ik Linear stem cell producing 2k identical cells each loop: This linear
stem cell network generates 2k identical daughter cells of type Ak = B at each stem cell loop.
The AL stem cell is controlled by a linear stem cell sub-network that after n rounds of division,
that ultimately produces n×2k terminal cells of type B. Starting from one founder cell, the total
number of cells after n rounds of synchronous division is: Cells(n, k) = 2k + 2k × (n − k + 1) =
2k × (n − k + 2) if n > k and Cells(n, k) = 2n otherwise.
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3.3 Stem cell networks commute with identical cell networks
It turns out that in terms of ultimate cell production the network in Fig. 8 is equivalent to
the network in Fig. 7. This is because the simple network NG1 commutes with NI networks.
More generally, given NIk then any element NG1 in NG1 commute with the elements of NIk to
generate the same ultimate cell proliferation even while the multicellular form may vary.
4 Stem cell networks and cancer stem cells
Normal networks that come closest to cancer networks are stem cell networks. What distin-
guishes normal from cancer stem cell networks is not primarily their network architecture but
rather when and where a stem cell network is linked and activated, and what further networks
the stem cell network activates. A cancer stem cell network is either formed by mutation in
the wrong place in the global developmental network, it is activated inappropriately in the
multicellular system, or it activates inappropriate, nonfunctional networks with abnormal and
possibly pathological cellular or multicellular phenotypes relative to the overall multicellular
system.
From our theory it follows that there are at least two main kinds of stem cell networks, linear
and geometric. However, linear stem cell networks are just a special case of geometric stem
cell networks, namely, 1st order geometric stem cell networks. These are also fundamental
cancer stem cell networks. A normal linear stem cell produces a cell of a particular type that
is either terminal itself or activates a terminal network. A second order geometric stem cell
network is a meta-stem cell network that produces linear stem cells. Thus, linear stem cells
produce no further stem cells. Meta stem cells do produce stem cells.
Since a linear stem cell cannot produce further stem cells there must exist meta-stem cells that
produce more than one stem cell. These in turn are produced by yet further upstream embryonic
networks. The original embryonic fertilized egg is controlled by the global embryonic network
that is mostly terminal with the exception of its stem cells. It consists of many subnetworks
that may be multiply employed.
A linear cancer stem cell produces no additional cancer cells. Interestingly, we will see that
the order of a cancer meta-stem cell network controlling a cancer cell determines the possible
metastases producible by that cancer cell (see Sec. 5).
A further possibility is that there exist normal exponential stem cell networks that are activated
by cell signaling, in effect a communication network linked with a cytogenic control network
to produce cells quickly on demand. However, such networks are be dangerous, leading to a
proliferative explosion if something goes wrong with the communication network.
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4.1 Normal stem cells and cancer stem cells
Stem cells have the function of continually producing new cells in tissue that is meant to re-
generate. Stem cells have functional developmental control networks with preexisting loops.
This makes the progression to cancer a shorter route, because the linear, proliferating network
already exists. We just need to mutate in one more loop to makes it exponential and then with
additional mutations it becomes invasive. Any slow growing cancers that suddenly become
very fast growing may be an instance of this process.
If a stem cell proliferates conditionally, i.e., based on some contextual cellular or environmen-
tal condition, then a stem cell can transform into a cancer stem cell by a situation or process
that constantly activates the antecedent condition necessary for the stem cell to divide. This
can happen if the activating signal is constant or the receptor system for that signal is mutated
to be constantly on. It may be the case that a stem cell may already be potentially, linearly,
geometrically or exponentially, proliferative, but its antecedent conditions may not be satis-
fied. Hence, if the conditional system remains functional the potential stem cell proliferation
whether it be linear or exponential will not show itself. However, when the antecedent con-
ditions for proliferation are fulfilled or the antecedent testing system is mutated to a constant
on-state then the stem cell cancer will flower. An example of this would be a stem cell whose
proliferation depends on some signal such as a hormone that, together with a signal transduc-
tion pathway, activates the stem cell proliferative loop. Then if the signal is constantly turned
on or the signal transduction mechanism is in a constant "signal received" state, then the stem
cell will proliferate either linearly, geometrically or exponentially depending on the structure
of its controlling network.
A further danger with some types of stem cells is that they may already be functionally, tissue
invasive in order to move to the appropriate site, as, for example, in wound healing. This
invasive property would then make a stem cell cancer even more dangerous.
Stem cells by themselves are not cancerous, but they have the properties of conditional, pos-
sibly invasive, linear, geometric or exponential cancers. The boundary between a cancer and
normal cell may not always be clear since in the wrong context a normal stem cell may be
cancerous.
Distinguishing linear cancer cells from stem cells based purely on the network architecture is
difficult if not impossible. Stem cells generate normal cell that are functional in the context of
the organism. Any stem cell that generates such "normal" cells inappropriately is a cancer cell.
Thus, the dividing line between linear cancers and stem cells may be indistinct. Thus, a normal
stem cell network becomes cancerous if it is activated inappropriately with respect to the over-
all functioning of a biological system in the organism, or if the cell differentiation networks
the stem network activates generate abnormal cells (e.g., invasive cells, or having abnormal
phenotype) or cells that generate structures inappropriately in the overall system.
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4.2 Cancer susceptibility of stem cells
We see why stem cells are especially susceptible to develop into cancer networks. First, all that
has to happen is that the first order or second order conditional antecedents are mutated to be
always true, then the stem cell networks, once activated produces cells indefinitely independent
of outside signaling. Second, any of the links from the other non-proliferative daughter cell
differentiation site could loop back to a first or second order loop activation point to produce
an exponential cancer.
Having two or more proliferative loops does not necessarily result in an exponential cancer.
However, they can transform into exponential cancers. For example, using the WHO-grading
scheme, astrocytoma grad I, which is slow growing and benign, appears to be a linear cancer
of type NG, astrocytoma grade II -> grade III. Grade III is relatively fast growing compared to
grade II, but can be present for several years and then suddenly change to grade IV Glioblas-
toma Multiforme (GBM). GBM are fast growing and spread quickly. .
5 Hierarchy of metastases from geometric cancer networks
One of the most important consequences of the hierarchical nature of stem cell networks is
that they imply the existence of a corresponding metastatic hierarchy. Geometric cancer stem
cell networks form a hierarchy of interlinked stem cell networks such that an k-th order stem
cell network generates a cell controlled by an k-1 order stem cell network. Thus, 3rd order or
meta-meta-stem cell networks produce cells controlled by 2nd order, meta-stem cells. A 2nd
order or meta-stem cell generates a cell controlled by a 1st order, linear stem cell network. At
the base of the hierarchy is a terminal network controlling a cell generated by a 1st order, linear
stem cell.
This hierarchy of control in higher order stem cell networks has direct consequences for the
types of metastases that can, in principle, be generated by such higher order geometric net-
works. In other words. the metastatic potential of a cancer stem cell is determined by the
order of its geometric control network. As we will see, this the dynamic phenotypic properties
of the metastases are a result of their place in the metastatic hierarchy. This can be used for
diagnosis and reverse inference as to the type of stem cell network controlling the metastatic
tumor.
Note, however, that there may also be functional uses of higher order stem cell networks for
the production and distribution of stem cells in healthy multicellular systems. Meta stem cells
and their stem cell network hierarchy could be used by organisms to generate and deliver lower
level stem cells to various parts of the body.
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(a) Terminal metastases from a primary
1st order geometric cancer network.
(b) 1st order and terminal metastases from
a 2nd order geometric cancer network.
Fig. 9: Two views of metastasis by 1st order and 2nd order geometric networks. In Figure
9a: One primary 1st order geometric, linear cancer cell (in red) generates terminal metastatic
cells (in blue). But the blue terminal cells are terminal generating no further cells. The right
hand Figure 9b: A 2nd order geometric cancer network generates 1st order geometric and ter-
minal metastases. Against a background of identical cells (in light pink) there is one primary
2nd order geometric cancer cell (in red) that generates metastases consisting of 1st order ge-
ometric cancer cells (in green). These in turn, generate secondary metastatic passive terminal
cells (in blue). The blue terminal cells may metastasize, moving to other regions, but they do
not generate further cells.
A 2nd order geometric cancer cell generates 1st order linear cancer cells (see Fig. 3). If these
1st order linear cancer cells metastasize then we have a phenotype of multiple linear cancer
growths in different regions of the body. For example, one might have multiple slow growing
cysts in different regions of the body. In this case, these cysts are metastases that were gen-
erated from a single meta-stem cell that generates progenitor cells that generate cysts. Other
examples, might include slowly progressing cancers that move in the lymphatic system. Here
again in may, but need not, be the case that a single meta-cancer stem cell is generating sub-
cancers that have the overt phenotype of a uniform cancer progressing in some direction across
a region or through the whole body.
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5.1 Secondary and tertiary metastases generated by 3rd order cancer net-
works
(a) 1st oder and terminal metastases
from a primary 2nd order geometric
cancer network.
(b) 2nd, 1st order, and terminal metastases from a pri-
mary 3rd order geometric cancer network.
Fig. 10: Comparing metastases by 2nd order and 3rd order geometric cancer networks.
The left hand Figure 11a: A 2nd order geometric cancer network (Fig. 3) generates 1st
order geometric and terminal metastases. Against a background of identical cells (in light
pink) there is one primary 2nd order geometric cancer cell (in red) that generates metastases
consisting of 1st order geometric cancer cells (in green). These in turn, generate secondary
metastatic passive terminal cells (in blue). The blue terminal cells may metastasize, moving
to other regions, but they do not generate further cells. In the right hand Figure 11b: A
primary tumor controlled by a 3rd order geometric cancer network generates 2nd order and
1st order geometric and terminal metastases. The primary 3rd order geometric cancer network
(G3) generates 2nd order (G2) metastases. These G2 networks in turn generate 1st order (G1)
metastases. The 1st order geometric (G1) cancer cells in turn generate terminal (G0) cells that
are also potentially metastatic (invasive) but do not generate further cells.
In general, k-th order geometric cancer networks Gk (see Fig. 5) generated cells controlled
by k − 1 order geometric cancer networks Gk−1. These Gk−1 networks, in turn, generate cells
controlled by k − 2 order cancer networks Gk−2, etc. Therefore, third-order geometric cancer
networks G3 (Fig. 4) , such as the above simulated network in Fig. 10, generate cells controlled
by second-order cancer networks G2, (Fig. 3). In turn, G2-networks generate cells controlled
by 1st-order geometric networks G1, (Fig. 2). G1-networks are linear cancer networks which
generate terminal cells G0 that do not proliferate.
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(a) Active cells in 1st oder metastases
from a primary 2nd order geometric can-
cer network.
(b) Active cells in 2nd and 1st order metastases generated by
a primary 3rd order geometric cancer network.
Fig. 11: View of the active proliferating cells in G1, G2 and G3 geometric metastases in
Fig. 10. Cellular proliferation alone does not distinguish higher order from lower order geo-
metric tumors including metastatic tumors. Only terminal cells of type G0 can be distinguished
since they do not divide, or at most, are progenitor cells that ultimately lead to terminal cells
that no longer divide. Rather than cell proliferation alone, it is the control state and downstream
proliferation potential that distinguishes geometric networks from each other.
5.2 Relating metastatic phenotype with geometric cancer networks
Since any of the cells generated by a cancer network have the potential to metastasize by mov-
ing to other regions of the organism, each primary tumor controlled by a cancer network will
have a distinct metastatic phenotype. Therefore, we can use the phenotype of the metastases
to draw inferences about the nature and architecture of the network generating that phenotype.
Moreover, if we find the metastases that together form related patterns as described for the ge-
ometric metastases above, it warrants looking for the primary tumor generating the secondary
and tertiary metastases.
5.3 Treatment options for metastases generated by geometric cancer net-
works
Treatment would focus on eliminating or transforming cells with the higher level control net-
works generating the less dangerous lower level networks. Treatment can be by cell death
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or by network transformations that block or modify the cancer network. Different transfor-
mations are necessary for different cancer networks. Once metastases have been created by
a higher level network, it is no longer sufficient to block or transform the higher level initi-
ating subnetwork. Instead, each of the cells with lower level cancer subnetworks also have
to be transformed or destroyed. If they are 1st order linear networks, they may be relatively
harmless since they only produce cells that no longer proliferate. However, this will depend
on their location and effect on the other multicellular contexts in which they reside. Because
of cell interactions such as cell signaling, stochastic reactivation of higher level cancer net-
works such cells, depending on their differentiation state and the cellular context, may still be
dangerous.
5.4 Stochastic reactivation of terminal cells in geometric networks
If terminal cells can reactivate a proliferative control state in a network, then the more numerous
the number of terminal cells the more likely it is that one or more of them will become an active
cancer cell. Hence, given the possibility of stochastic activation of ancestral cancer networks,
formerly passive metastatic cells can become active tumors.
6 Stochastic differentiation in stem cell networks
It has been argued that the traditional theory of linear stem cells is wrong [9]. On the traditional
theory of stem cells, stem cells are immortal and constant in number. However, experimental
data appears to show that for some stem cells appear to generate further stem cells. On a
deterministic theory stem cells that produce stem cells are what we have termed meta-stem
cells. However, another model would have stem cells divide and differentiate stochastically
either exponentially into two stem cells, linearly into a stem cell and a terminal cell, or into
two terminal cells. The evidence, suggests that epidermal cells divide stochastically according
to the distribution 8% double stem cells, 84% one stem cell and one terminal cell, and 8% two
terminal cells. The biological mechanism is not known.
6.1 Historical background: A network that generates Till’s stochastic stem cell
model
One of the first models of stem cells was the stochastic model of hemopoietic cell proliferation
[Till et.al. [18]]. Till distinguished what he called “colony forming cells” that have the capacity
to form colonies from differentiated cells without that capacity. When a colony develops from
a single cell only a small number of these cells have “colony-forming capacity”. The rest are
differentiated cells without this capacity. This he considered a "birth-and-death" process, the
generation of colony cells being a birth process and the generation of differentiation a death
process. According to the model, a given cell with colony-forming capacity can either divide
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into two colony forming cells (with probability p2) or differentiate into a terminal cell (with
probability p0 = 1− p2) having no colony forming capacity. The case of generating mixtures of
one colony-forming cells and one differentiated cell was considered a birth process followed
by death and was handled by adjusting the probabilities.
Production numbers of blood cells is relatively constant under normal conditions. Under stress
or increased demand there is a rapid increase in production of blood cells. The properties of
hemopoiesis (blood cell creation) implies that the production of differentiated cells is precisely
controlled. Hence, Till argues, there must be control mechanisms. Till then considers if cell
proliferation (the numbers of cells produced) is also under precise control or lax control. He
argues for lax control and that the data suggests cell proliferation is stochastic. While a stem
cell network was not given by Till, the behavior of the Till model of colony forming cells can
be generated by following stochastic stem cell network:
S J1 T
j1
j2
p2
p0 = 1 − p2
Fig. 12: Network TillSSC: Classic stochastic stem cell network. This network models one of
the earliest stochastic stem cell theories (Till [18]). A stem cell (S) divides to produce two cell
of type J1 that then stochastically change either into a terminal network cell T or “self renew”
by dedifferentiating to the parent stem cell S type. The cell J1 stochastically either loops back
to activate the stem cell S with probability p2 or it activates the terminal network cell T with
probability p0 = 1 − p2. The network’s behavior approaches a deterministic exponential stem
cell network as the probability p2 approach 1. Stem cells controlled by such a network can
spontaneously stop because of the fact that for all points in all possible paths in the network
there is the possibility of reaching the terminal cell state T. The multicellular system controlled
by this network consists of two main cell types: Stem cells (S) that can proliferate and terminal
cells (T) with no proliferative potential.
Under this network (Fig. 12) a stem cell divides into identical daughter cells J1. Each J1
cell can with probability p2 dedifferentiate into a stem cell S or differentiate with probability
p0 = 1 − p2 into a terminal cell T. Hence, unlike Till’s original model, this network explicitly
handles all the possible outcomes of stem cell division. Upon stem cell division, the network
allows the generation of two stem cells (S,S), as well as the mixed case (S,T) of one stem cell
and one differentiated cell, and the case (T,T) of two differentiated cells.
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Till’s model has been criticized because it predicts that stem cells eventually differentiate into
terminal cells and, thus, no longer self renew. However, this depends on the probability distri-
bution. If p is high then exponential proliferation outruns terminal cell differentiation.
A central problem with this network is that the key to its behavior is dependent on the value
of the probability p2. On the one hand, if the probability p2 of stem cell self-renewal is high,
it tends toward exponential growth of stem cells. This leads to too many stem cells versus
progenitor and terminal, specialized cells. On the other hand, if the self-renewal probability p2
is low, it eventually leads to the elimination of all stem cells. In the latter case, this network
does not represent a stem cell with unlimited proliferative potential. In this network, no ded-
ifferentiation is possible for terminal cells. Hence, the greater the probability p0 = 1 − p2 that
the terminal network T is activated, the more likely is the permanent quiescence of the parent
stem cell.
If the probability p2 = 1 we have exponential growth of stem cells. If p2 = 0 we have differen-
tiation to the terminal cells T. Hence, this network cannot model the developmental dynamics
of deterministic linear networks of the type fig:G1 Fig. 2. However, with the right choice of
the probability distribution, it can approximate a relatively constant production of stem cells
and terminal cells.
In their Monte Carlo simulation the probability used was p2 = 0.6 and p0 = 0.4. In our Monte
Carlo simulation, using their probability distribution, the network proliferation dynamics tends
toward a 21% proportion of stem cells after 52 generations. This appears to be much higher
than the empirical data for hemopoietic stem cells. However, these percentages depend on
how many cells are generated by the terminal cell T. If T is not a terminal cell and instead a
progenitor cell controlled by a terminal network T*, and is instead a terminal cell state that
does not divide further (as was the case in Till’s original model), then the stem cell percentage
is lower being 12% after 20 generations of cell division. We add progenitor cell capacity to T
in the network in (Fig. 14) below.
Note, in this sort of modeling approach, precise differentiation networks (architectures) are
coupled with stochastic activation networks. The topology of the network architecture sets the
boundaries for what stochastic paths are possible at all.
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(a) Probability p2 = 0.52, gives 4%
stem cells
(b) When p2 = 0.7 gives 36% stem
cells
(c) Probability p2 = 0.9 gives 80%
stem cells
Fig. 13: Three views of stem cells under different probabilities. All three tumors are con-
trolled by same Till network (Fig. 12 ). It shows the growth response to changes in the prob-
ability p2. As the probability p2 is increased, more and more stem cells are generated due
to increasing dedifferentiation of the daughter cells to their parent stem cell. The stochastic
exponential network begins to dominate as p2 approaches 1.
6.2 The Till stochastic network extended to generate progenitor cells
It is very simple to extend Tills original model of hemopoietic (blood) stem cells (S) [Till
et.al. [18]] to include progenitor networks that control the proliferative capacity of stem cell
progeny. We simply link the terminal cell state to a bounded network T* that in the case below
is simply a network that results in one further cell division to produce two distinct daughter
cells T1 and T2. But, T* could be any bounded network. Thus, in principle, given the right
network T*, such progenitor cells could develop into arbitrarily complex structures.
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t1
S J1 T∗ T1 T2
t2
j1
j2
p2
p0 = 1 − p2
Fig. 14: Network TillSSCpro: Classic stochastic stem cell network (Fig. 12) extended to
include progenitor networks. This network extends one of the earliest stochastic stem cell
theories (Till [18]) to include progenitor cells. A stem cell (S) divides to produce two cell of
type J1 that then either divide into a terminal network cell T* or “self renew” by dedifferenti-
ating to the parent stem cell S. The cell J1 stochastically loops back to activate the stem cell
S with probability p2 or it activates the terminal network cell T* with probability p0 = 1 − p2.
In Till, T* is a terminal cell type T. In this example, T* is a terminal network for a progenitor
cell that generates two terminal cell types T1 and T2. As with the original model (Fig. 12), this
network’s behavior approaches a deterministic exponential stem cell network as the probability
p2 approach 1. Stem cells controlled by such a network can spontaneously stop because of the
fact that for all points in all possible paths in the network there is the possibility of reaching
the terminal cell state T*. The multicellular system controlled by this network consists of three
main cell types: Stem cells (S), progenitor cells (T*) with limited proliferative potential, and
terminal cells (T1, T2) with no proliferative potential.
As with the previous network Fig. 12, the proliferative potential of stem cells under this net-
work Fig. 14 is dependent on the probability p2. Since no dedifferentiation is possible in this
network for terminal cells T1 and T2. Furthermore, it is not an inherent property of the net-
work topology that stem cells self renew. However, if the dedifferentiation probability p2 of
self renewal is high enough then stem cells do self renew and may even dominate the colonies
they generate.
If the probability p2 = 1 we have exponential growth of stem cells, with no progenitor cells T*.
If p2 = 0 we have differentiation to to the terminal progenitor network T* which in this case
ends in just two terminal cells T1 and T2. Hence, this network cannot model the developmental
dynamics of deterministic linear networks of the type G1 Fig. 2. However, with the right choice
of the probability distribution, it can approximate that a relatively constant ratio of stem cells,
progenitor and terminal cells.
It follows that under the Till model of stem cells we do not need dedifferentiation of terminal
cells to maintain stem cell capacity. All we need is for the 1st order stem cells to be physically
loose, mixing in with the terminal cells in the tumor as it grows. In this case, we would see
proliferating stem cells within the tumor in the context of what appear to be only terminal cells.
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It may appear as if terminal cells have spontaneously dedifferentiated into stem cells, but this
need not be the case since it may be the result of stem cell mixing.
What could also be happening is that we have a 2nd order geometric stem cell network that
is generating 1st order stem cells which due to developmental control in conjunction with
physics leads to a mixture of 1st order stem cells with terminal cells. Since the control state
of a cell my be hidden by the overt differentiation state of the cell, the 1st order stem cells
may be indistinguishable relative to a set of markers from terminal cells. Stochastically or
under particular conditions these 1st order stem cells may then begin to proliferate generating
terminal or progenitor cells.
6.3 A flexible stochastic network architecture with exponential and linear po-
tential
S J1 J2 T
j1
j2
p
1 − p
q
1 − q
Fig. 15: Network XLSSC: Flexible exponential-linear stochastic stem cell network. One
stem cell (S) divides to produce two cells (J1 and J2) that each stochastically activate either the
stem cell itself or a terminal cell.
In the network in Fig. 15 is very flexible. Depending on the probability distribution, the net-
work can range between being exponential, linear, or terminal, as well as every mixture in
between. Furthermore, the network can be deterministic, stochastic or mixture of both. This
flexibility is partly the result of separating out the probability distributions for the behaviors
of the two daughter cells. It shows that the architecture of the network imposes constraints on
what kinds of developmental dynamics are in principle possible. The probability distribution
presupposes a network architecture of possible developmental paths.
The cell S is only a stem cell stochastically and not intrinsically when p < 1 and q < 1. When
p = q = 1 the network is deterministic exponential. When p = 1,q = 0 or p = 0,q = 1 the
network is deterministic linear, i.e., a deterministic 1st order geometric stem cell network. If
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p = q = 0 the network is terminal. When p = 1 and q < 1, or when q = 1 and p < 1, then the
network is mixed deterministic linear with stochastic exponential tendencies.
If probabilities p = q then as p and q approach 1 the network approaches the behavior of a
deterministic exponential network. However, if p and q are different then this network can
simulate a linear stochastic network as well when, for example, p approaches 1 and q ap-
proaches 0, or vice versa. As the probabilities p and q decrease, the more frequently the cancer
stem cell results in a terminal tumor that does not develop further because it consists only of
cells of terminal type T. This shows that stochastic cancer stem cell networks can in some cases
go into spontaneous remission. While this network can also exhibit exponential growth even
in a stochastically linear probability distribution, because of the two backward loops, there is
a diminishing probability that it remains exponential. Thus, whether this network results in
linear or exponential proliferation depends on the probability distribution.
For the network XLSSC, if the probabilities p = 1 − q then the higher the probability of p
the more the network approximates a deterministic linear developmental network. Since, in
this case the distribution is anti-symmetric, the cell population partition of cell types consists
of an equal number of exponential stem cells and terminal cells, with the majority of cells
being linear stem cells. This corresponds to the observed distribution in epidermal basal stem
cells. If, on the other hand we have a symmetric distribution where p = q then the higher
the probability of p the more the network approximates a deterministic exponential network.
Thus the type of cancer network we have depends on the probability distributions over the
connecting stochastic links.
The network XLSSC (Fig. 15) has some similarity to the Till model (TillSSC Fig. 12), when
p = q (and value of probability p = p2 as in the original model by Till [18] model) and T.
The Till model forces that daughter cells of S are the same. In contrast, this model is more
flexible in that, depending on the probability distribution (p, q), it can model both exponential
and linear dynamics of multicellular development.
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6.4 Linear stochastic stem cell network LSSC
L J1 T
j1
b
p
1 − p
Fig. 16: Network LSSC: A linear stochastic stem cell network. A linear stem cell (L) divides
to produce a terminal cell T and cell J1. The cell J1 stochastically loops back to activate the
stem cell T or it activates the terminal cell T. The network’s behavior approaches a deterministic
linear stem cell network as the probability p approach 1. Cancer stem cells controlled by such a
network can go into spontaneous remission because of the fact that for all points in all possible
paths in the network there is the possibility of reaching the terminal cell state T.
L J1 T
j1
t
p
1 − p
Fig. 17: Network DLSSC: Deterministic linear stem cell network with stochastic delay. A
linear stem cell (L) divides to produce a terminal cell T and cell J1. The cell J1 stochastically
loops back to activate the stem cell T with probability p. Unlike with a true linear stochastic
network like LSS which stochastically self-differentiates to L with probability p or differen-
tiates to T, this is a deterministic linear stem cell network that always self-differentiates back
to L. The stochasticity only effects the rate at which the cell divides. The probability p only
effects the frequency of looping back to L and, thereby, changes the cycle time cell division.
Unlike LSSC, the linear cancer stem cells controlled by this network never go into spontaneous
remission since the cell endlessly self-renews. The lower the probability p the longer it takes
for the cell to cell renew and divide.
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6.5 1st-Order Geometric Cancer Networks with open stochastic dedifferentia-
tion
S J T
a
j
p
1 − p
Fig. 18: Network G1SD: A 1st-order geometric cancer with stochastic dedifferentiation:
In this linear network, a cell of type S is a 1st-order stem cell. It produces progenitor cells of
type J that have a stochastic dedifferentiation potential. A cell J can either dedifferentiate to its
parent state S or differentiate into the terminal cell T. The effect of the stochasticity is seen in
the population of progenitor cells J produced by the network. The lower the probability p of
dedifferentiation, the greater the number of terminal cells in the cell population generated by
the stem cell S.
6.6 1st-Order Geometric Cancer Networks with closed stochastic dedifferentia-
tion
In the above network Fig. 18 dedifferentiation can occur once prior to permanent differentiation
in a terminal cell state. The effect of the stochasticity can only be seen in the tumor as a
whole that is by the cancer stem cell. In the following network dedifferentiation is a constant
possibility for the life of the cell.
S J T
a
j
p
1 − p
Fig. 19: Network G1SDc: A 1st-order geometric cancer with closed stochastic dedifferen-
tiation
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In this linear network Fig. 19, a cell of type S is a 1st-order stem cell. It produces progenitor
cells of type J that have a continual stochastic dedifferentiation potential. A cell J can either
dedifferentiate to its parent state S or maintains its present state J. In this closed stochastic
network, a cell J continues to have a dedifferentiation potential for the life of that cell. There
is no path to permanent terminal differentiation. This contrasts with the network Fig. 18 where
the cell only has a limited time frame to dedifferentiate prior to its permanent differentiation
into a terminal cell T. Thus, all in a population of cells generated by S have the potential to
dedifferentiate. In contrast, in the network Fig. 18 if the probability p is low, most cells in the
population generated by S will be terminal cells with no dedifferentiation potential.
6.7 Closed exponential stem cell network with stochastic delays
Depending on the probability distribution, the next stochastic network proliferative properties
can vary from deterministic terminal, linear, or exponential to stochastic terminal, linear or
exponential.
S J1 J2 T
j1
j2
p
1 − p
q
1 − q
Fig. 20: Network DXSSC modified LSSC: Closed exponential stochastic stem cell net-
work. If the probability q > 0 then this network is inherently nonterminal. All stochastic paths
lead to potentially nonterminal nodes in the network. p = q = 0 is terminal. p = q = 1 is
exponential. p = 1,q = 0 is linear. p = 0,q = 1 is exponential.
Unlike LSSC Fig. 16, if the probability q > 0 in cell state J2 then there are no true, probability
independent, terminal cells in DXSSC Fig. 20. True terminal cells have no possible stochas-
tically available paths that lead to a reversal of differentiation to a more dedifferentiated cell
type. Instead, all cell states are stochastic with possible developmental paths that lead to the
original founder stem cell S. The cell in state J2 has a probability q of dedifferentiating to S.
The higher the probabilities q and p the more this network mirrors the behavior of a determin-
istic exponential network. If either p or q is low while the other high it is more similar to a
linear developmental network. Thus the probability distribution determines the similarity to
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linear or exponential networks. Even if the probability of q is very low, as the number of J2
cell increase it becomes more and more likely that one of them will dedifferentiate to S. Thus,
the cancer pulls away from linearity with an increasing cell population size.
If probabilities q = p = 0 then the network is deterministic terminal network leading to only one
cell division. If q = 0 and p = 1 we have a deterministic linear stem cell network. However, if
the probability q = 0 and p > 0, then the network is a stochastic linear network where the lower
the probability p the greater the chance that proliferation terminates. If either p = 1 or p = 0,
and if q = 1 then the network is a deterministic exponential stem cell network. If q > 0 then no
matter how small the nonzero probability q is, proliferation increases with time as more and
more cells are created.
Remark: There is another way to escape the maze of exponential proliferation. Cell prolif-
eration can be influenced by the number of times the self-loop at J2 is allowed to repeat. If it
is it is only allowed to repeat only a limited number of times relative then become quiescent,
then, depending on the probability q, it could result in a terminal differentiation state after some
stochastic tries. In other words, if, in parallel with the repetitions of the self-entry loop at J2,
there exists a separate simultaneous, parallel process of terminal differentiation by means of
some counting mechanism (where the cell at J2 becomes quiescent after some finite number of
counting steps), then this network could lead to the ultimate termination of cell proliferation
or at most linear proliferation. The counting mechanism could be dependent on the number of
loops executed at J2 or it could be a function of some other temporal variable.
6.8 A 1st order geometric/exponential stochastic stem cell network with stochas-
tic progenitor cell dedifferentiation
G J1 J2 B J3 J4 T∗
p
1 − p
q
1 − q
s
1 − s
1 − r
r
j1
j2
j3
j4
Fig. 21: Network G1SSC: A 1st-order stochastic geometric/exponential stem cell network
with stochastic dedifferentiation.
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This stochastic stem cell network (Fig. 21) generates progenitor cells B that generate cells J2
that can dedifferentiate to stem cells G or differentiate to a terminal network T∗. Depending on
the probability distribution, this network can exhibit terminal, linear-geometric, and exponen-
tial developmental dynamics. If the probability distribution is such that p = q = r = s = 1 then
this is equivalent to a deterministic 1st order geometric stem cell network. A 1st-order stem
cell (G) stochastically divides to produce either two progenitor cell B, or or two stem cells G or
one progenitor cell B and one stem cell G. and cell J1. The cells in states J1 or J2 stochastically
loop back to activate the stem cell G or to activate the progenitor cell B. The progenitor cell
B divides into a semi-terminal cell T∗ by way of J3 or in divides into two cells of type J4. J4
either terminates with T∗ or it dedifferentiates into a stem cell G.
Its behavior approaches a deterministic 1st-order geometric stem cell network as the proba-
bilities p and q approach 1. However, the subnetwork activated by this 1st-order geometric
network can still stochastically dedifferentiate into one or two new stem cells G. Cancers con-
trolled by such a network can go into spontaneous remission because of the fact that for all
points in all possible paths in the network there is the possibility of reaching a terminal cell
state. However, because there is the possibility at J1, J2 and J4 to dedifferentiate to earlier,
upstream stem cell states, the relative numbers of stem cells to terminal cells will be higher
than in networks that have fewer dedifferentiation pathways. Note, too that the dedifferentia-
tion pathways introduce several possibilities for exponential growth. Even if dedifferentiation
probabilities are very small, any increase in these probabilities could have a significant desta-
bilizing influence on the resulting tumor.
6.9 A broad spectrum Linear or 2nd order geometric or exponential stochastic
stem cell network
G J1 J2 B J3 J4 T
p
1 − p
q
1 − q
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1 − s
1 − r r
j1
j2
j3
j4
Fig. 22: Network LG2XSSC: A stochastic linear, 2nd order geometric or exponential stem
cell network. If the probability distribution is such that p = q = r = s = 1 then this is equivalent
to a deterministic 2nd order geometric stem cell network. Thus, as these probabilities approach
1 the behavior approaches a 2nd order geometric stem cell network.
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In Fig. 22, a 2nd-order meta-stem cell (G) divides to produce a 1st-order stem cell B and cell
J1. The cell J1 stochastically loops back to activate the meta-stem cell G or it activates the first
order linear stem cell B. The 1st-order stem cell B divides into a semi-terminal cell C and a cell
J2. The cell J2 stochastically activates either its parent stem cell B, the semi-terminal cell C or
dedifferentiates to G. The cell C also can stochastically dedifferentiate to any of the previous
stem cell fates (G, B) or differentiate into the final terminal cell T.
The network consists of two linked 1st-order linear stochastic networks. Its behavior ap-
proaches a deterministic 2nd-order geometric stem cell network as the probabilities p and q1
approach 1. Cancers controlled by such a network can go into spontaneous remission because
of the fact that for all points in all possible paths in the network there is the possibility of
reaching a terminal cell state.
However, because there is the possibility at J2 and C to dedifferentiate to earlier, upstream net-
work states, the relative numbers of stem cells to terminal cells will be higher than in networks
that have fewer dedifferentiation pathways. Note, too that the dedifferentiation pathways in-
troduce several possibilities for exponential growth. Even if their probabilities (q3, r2, r3) are
very small, any increase in these probabilities could have a significant destabilizing influence
on the resulting tumor.
The deterministic possible behaviors include: (p = 0,q = 1, s = 0, r = 1) is terminal. (p =
1,q = 0) is exponential. (p = 1,q = 1, s = 0, r = 1) is linear. (p = 1,q = 1, s = 1, r = 1) is
2nd order geometric. (p = 1,q = 1, s = 1, r = 0) is a linear network linked to an exponential
network.
6.10 A Master stochastic geometric and exponential network
We now present a generalized, broad spectrum, master network where each probability distri-
bution results in a particular geometric or exponential network. One way to make the develop-
mental network control theory more acceptable to traditional mathematicians and physicists is
to formulate the networks in terms of differential equations. Given that stochastic networks in
the cancer paper can be made so general as to describe any network based on the probability
distribution, perhaps one can use stochasticity in differential equations to attain one Master
Equation that describes all the major types of networks. Particular probability distributions
would then give particular network behavior. The Master Network and Master Equation can
be made fully general by allowing arbitrarily many loops.
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N1 J1 J2 N2 J3 J4 N3 Ni Nk
p1
1 − p1
q1
1 − q1
p2
1 − p2
1 − q2 q2
j1
j2
j3
j4
Fig. 23: Network MasterNet: A stochastic linear, k-th order geometric or exponential
stem cell network. Each subnetwork Ni for i = 1 . . . k has the same form as N1. If the prob-
ability distribution is such that pi = qi = 1 for i = 1 . . . i = k for each network Ni then this is
equivalent to a deterministic k-th order geometric stem cell network N1 . . .Ni . . .Nk . Thus, as
the probabilities pi = qi approach 1 the behavior approaches a k-th order geometric stem cell
network. On the other hand, if any reachable network Ni has probabilities pi = 1 − qi = 1 the
network has exponential potential. Note, we assume Nk links to a terminal network Nk+1 = T .
6.11 2nd Order Geometric stochastic stem cell network
G J1 B J2 C
j1
b
j2
c
p
1 − p
q
1 − q
Fig. 24: Network G2SSC: A 2nd order geometric stochastic stem cell network. A 2nd-
order meta-stem cell (G) divides to produce a 1st-order stem cell B and cell J1.
In Fig. 24 The cell J1 stochastically loops back to activate the meta-stem cell G or it activates
the first order linear stem cell B. The 1st-order stem cell B divides into a terminal cell C and
a cell J2. The cell J2 stochastically activates either the stem cell B or the terminal cell C. The
network consists of two linked 1st-order linear stochastic networks. Its behavior approaches
a deterministic 2nd-order geometric stem cell network as the probabilities p and q approach
1. Cancers controlled by such a network can go into spontaneous remission because of the
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fact that for all points in all possible paths in the network there is the possibility of reaching a
terminal cell state.
6.12 Geometric stochastic stem cell network with dedifferentiation
G J1 B J2 C T
j1
b
j2
c
p
1 − p
q1
q2
q3
r1
r2
r3
Fig. 25: Network GSSCdediff: A geometric stochastic stem cell network with dedifferen-
tiation.
In Fig. 25 let probabilities q1 + q2 + q3 = 1 and r1 + r2 + r3 = 1. A 2nd-order meta-stem cell
(G) divides to produce a 1st-order stem cell B and cell J1. The cell J1 stochastically loops back
to activate the meta-stem cell G or it activates the first order linear stem cell B. The 1st-order
stem cell B divides into a semi-terminal cell C and a cell J2. The cell J2 stochastically activates
either its parent stem cell B, the semi-terminal cell C or dedifferentiates to G. The cell C also
can stochastically dedifferentiate to any of the previous stem cell fates (G, B) or differentiate
into the final terminal cell T. The network consists of two linked 1st-order linear stochastic
networks. Its behavior approaches a deterministic 2nd-order geometric stem cell network as
the probabilities p and q1 approach 1. Cancers controlled by such a network can go into spon-
taneous remission because of the fact that for all points in all possible paths in the network
there is the possibility of reaching a terminal cell state. However, because there is the possi-
bility at J2 and C to dedifferentiate to earlier, upstream network states, the relative numbers of
stem cells to terminal cells will be higher than in networks that have fewer dedifferentiation
pathways. Note, too that the dedifferentiation pathways introduce several possibilities for ex-
ponential growth. Even if their probabilities (q3, r2, r3) are very small, any increase in these
probabilities could have a significant destabilizing influence on the resulting tumor.
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6.13 Modeling deterministic stem cell networks with stochastic networks
For stochastic stem cell networks the probability distribution over a network topology deter-
mines their dynamic properties. If the stochastic network allows all possible paths in a set of
linear, 2nd-order geometric and exponential networks, then the dynamic behavior of each is
approximated as the corresponding embedded links are assigned probabilities that match exis-
tence or nonexistence of links in the particular network type, For example, if a link exists in a
network embedded in the stochastic network, then it assigned a probability close to 1 or 1 itself
if we want an exact match. If the link does not exist in the embedded network, it is assigned a
probability close to 0 or 0 itself for an exact match. Hence, the probability distribution distin-
guishes different network types that are embeddable in the topology or architecture of a given
stochastic network.
6.14 Transformations of probability distributions change stochastic stem cell
behavior
If we allow the probability distribution over a stochastic network to change with time because
of external factors (such as ultra violet radiation) then the same stochastic stem cell network
may exhibit various proliferative phenotypes, appearing alternatively as being in remission,
linear, geometric or exponential. Thus, meta-probability functions are at work here that condi-
tionally change the probability distribution.
7 Communication in stem cell networks
We distinguish one-way, reactive communication protocols in stem cell networks and two-way,
interactive communication protocols in stem cell networks. Reactive communication stem cell
networks only react to external signals but do not send signals themselves. Interactive commu-
nicating stem cell networks interact with the networks of other cells via signaling protocols by
both sending signals and receiving signals to and from other cells.
7.1 Reactive communication stem cell networks
This class of stem cell networks reacts to external and internal cell signals and, thereby, acti-
vating the stem cell network if the cell receives the appropriate signal. Unlike more complex
cases where there are intercellular signaling protocols involved, here the communication and
the reaction are one-sided. A cell sends a signal to which the stem cell reacts by activating its
stem cell network.
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7.2 A reactive signal based geometric network architecture with 1st and 2nd
order geometric potential
S M L T
σ1
σ2
s
l
l
t
Fig. 26: Network SigLSC: Reactive signal based geometric stem cell network with linear
and meta-stem cell potential. On signal σ1 one stem cell (M) divides to produce two cells (M
and L). M dedifferentiates back to the parent cell S. On signal σ2, the linear stem cell network
L is activated. Once L is activated it will continue to produce terminal cells T. Hence, this
network is signal controlled. It will continue to produce M and hence S cells as long as it
receives the signal σ1. S cells will differentiate to L cells on signal σ2 stopping meta-stem cell
production. The signal σ2 can thus eliminate all meta-stem cells. Hence, it may be undesirable
for systems that need to preserve their meta-stem cell line. Eliminating the signal σ2-path from
S to L would insure that the supply of meta-stem cells can always be increased as long as there
are some meta-stem cells or S cells. The terminal cell type T may be a single terminal cell or
a terminal progenitor cell T* that generates a bounded number of further terminal cell types.
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7.3 A pure reactive signal based geometric network architecture with 1st and
2nd order geometric potential
S M M S L L T
σ1
σ2
σ3
σ4
sM
sL
sL
t
Fig. 27: Network SigG2SC: Pure reactive signal based geometric stem cell network with
flexible geometric, linear and terminal potential. On signal σ1, the signal dependent cell S M
differentiates to the meta-stem cell (M) which then divides to produce two cells (S M and S L).
Both S M and S L are controlled by equivalent signal dependent networks. Their further behavior
depends on the signals they receive. The signal combination < σ1, σ3 > produces a meta-stem
cell network with 2nd order geometric potential. The signal combination < σ1, σ4 > and< σ2, σ3 > produce a 1st order stem cell network with linear potential. The signal combination< σ2, σ3 > causes terminal differentiation stopping all cell production. This example network
shows that different signal combinations can change the architecture of signal based networks
leading to distinct stem cell types with different generative potential. The terminal cell type T
may be a single terminal cell or a terminal progenitor cell T* that generates a bounded number
of further terminal cell types.
8 Stem cell networks with interactive communication
A type of conditional cancer are social cancers that depend on cell signaling to be active. This
variety of cancer occurs when the genomic network interacts with receptors, signals and signal
transduction pathways. In that case we can have what might be called social cancers. For
example, a cell A will signal α to cell B and differentiates to A1, B on receiving the signal
divides into B1 and B1. B1 sends a signal β back to A and then B1 dedifferentiates to B
(its network loops back). When A1 receives β its network loops back into state A. Now the
process repeats with the A cells sending signals α to B cells. One can see that this process
is potentially exponential as long as we have sufficient cells of type A with sufficient signal
capacity to continue to activate all the developing B cells.
With conditional cancers that depend on social communication, the growth rate of the cancer
will depend on the accessibility of the signal. If the receiver of the signal requires direct contact
with the sender then even if the cytogenic cell contains a conditional exponential network,
since the signal may not be received by those daughter cells the exponential potential may not
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be realized. Furthermore, if it is a linear network then if the passive daughter cell is interposed
between the sender and the receiving cytogenic cell then growth will stop after several divisions
when the signal no loner can reach the cytogenic cells. If later, because of physical pressure or
other conditions, the cytogenic cell is again in close enough proximity to the sender then the
cancer can start again.
8.1 Interactive signaling mono generative networks
In the figure below we emphasize the communication links. The network has one cell only sig-
naling and the other cell signaling and conditionally dividing, however it leaves open whether
the cytogenic subnetwork is linear or exponential. The more detailed communication networks
and their properties will described in the sections below.
α
βA B
Fig. 28: A social signaling cancer loop where cell A is cancerous The cancer is social and
conditional in that it depends on a signal from B to divide. Since the network shows only one
loop, it leaves open the potential of the other daughter cell. Hence, it leaves open whether the
cytogenic network has linear or exponential or some other potential.
An in vivo instance of this network type is seen in bone cancer where a signal from the adjacent
tissue is required for the other to become cancerous, for example, see (Logothetis [10]).
8.2 Interactive signaling mono-linear network architecture
The following network controls two cells types A and B that communicate by cell signaling.
The cell A divides only when it receives the signal β from cell B. The cell B only sends its
signal after it has received the signal α from cell A.
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Fig. 29: Network SigL1: An interactive signal based stem cell network with linear poten-
tial. Cell A only divides if it receives a signal β from cell B. Cell B only sends a signal if it
receives a signal from cell A. On signal β the cell A enters control state A1. Then A1 sends a
signal α to B. Subsequently A1 switches to control state A2 whereupon it divides to produce
two cells (the dedifferentiated parent cell type A and a terminal cell T). Hence, one of the
daughter cells of A2 dedifferentiates back to the parent cell A. The cell type B does not divide
in response to the signal from A. Instead, B responds to the signal α by switching to state B1
and sending a signal β to A. After that B1 dedifferentiates back to B. The cell A will continue
to divide as long the signal loop is maintained. Notation: The blue and green squiggly arrows
between two cell states indicate cell signaling. The blue arrow A1 ↝ B labeled with the trian-
gular α means that a cell in state A1 sends a signal α that is received by a cell in state B. The
green arrow B↝ B1 labeled with the rectangular α means that a cell in state B on receiving the
signal α differentiates or jumps to state B1.
8.3 Dual cancer signaling networks
A the interacting between two cooperative cell types, called partners, is driven by a network
where each partner has a separate role driven by a different subnetwork with signaling driving
their actions. In the figure below we emphasize the communication links. The network has
both cells signaling and conditionally dividing, however it leaves open whether the network
is linear or exponential. The more detailed communication networks and their properties will
described in the following sections.
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α
βA B
Fig. 30: A dual cancer signaling network where both communicating partner cells A and B
are cancerous. The cancer is social and conditional in that each cell depends on a signal from
the other to divide. The rate and extent of growth depends on whether the properties of the
cancer subnetworks of the cell types A and B.
What we have here is a signal loop that is essential for the whole cancer network. The dual
cancer signaling network in Fig. 30 consists of two subnetworks, and A-subnetwork for cell
type A and a B-subnetwork for cell type B. Once activated, the A-subnetwork (e.g., Fig. 31)
causes a signal α to be sent to cell B followed by activation of subnetwork A2 whereupon the
cell divides into two daughter cells at least one of which enters the signal receptor state A
which enables the cell to receive signals of type β. The signaling partner subnetwork of cell
type B is activated by a signal transduction cascade initiated by the receipt of signal α. The
B-subnetwork in state B1 directs the sending of a signal β to cell A. After sending the signal,
the B-subnetwork enters state B2 that directs B to divide into two daughter cells, one or both
of which loop back, to enter the receptor state B.
Clinically, we would observe depends on nature of the cytogenic subnetworks, as well as the
developing morphology of the tumor in the tissue. The cells A and B only proliferate if have
a neighbor that is a signaling partner. Thus, the growth of B cells depends on being adjacent
to A cells and vice versa. We would observe the stopping of cell proliferation if either the A
or the B cells are removed or some other agent interferes with the signaling loop. The latter
can be effected either by inhibiting the receptor for α or β, the signal α or β, or by interfering
with either theαor β signal transduction pathway. Alternatively, one could interfere with the
genome by inhibiting the areas responsible for initiation of signaling or the inhibiting the areas
responsible for cellular division. One can see there are many potential areas where one can
break the cancer loop. In actual in vivo systems one would choose that with minimal risk of
side effects.
We now investigate some of the particular types of dual cancer signaling networks.
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8.4 A interactive signaling dual linear network architecture
A A1 A2 T1 B B1 B2 T2
β α
a
t1 t2
b
α2 β2
α
β
Fig. 31: Network SigL2: A signal based dual linear network with linear potential. Two
cells A and B have equivalent signaling protocols and behavior. Cell A only divides if it
receives a signal β. Upon receiving the signal β, cell A changes to control state A1. Prior to
dividing A1 sends a signal α to B. Then A1 changes to control state A2 whereupon it divides
to produce two cells (the dedifferentiated parent cell type A and a terminal cell type T1). The
communication protocol for B is similar to A. Cell B only divides if it receives a signal α. Upon
receiving the signal α cell B differentiates to control state B1 which then sends a signal β to A.
After that, cell B1 switches to control state B2. Then cell B2 divides to produce two different
cell types (the dedifferentiated parent cell type B and the terminal cell type T2). The cell types
A and B will continue to divide as long the signal loop interaction protocol is sustained.
9 Hybrid communicative and stochastic stem cell networks
It is possible in principle for a stem cell network to become stochastic as a result of communi-
cation. In other words, it is conditionally stochastic in response to cell signaling.
So too a stochastic process can lead to cell signaling which can lead to the, possibly stochastic,
activation of another developmental network.
10 Discussion: Stem cell concepts
10.1 Formal and informal definitions of transpotency
This section can be skipped or read later since the graphical formalism with which we will
represent stem cell networks may be more intuitive.
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Given a cell type A, let θ1 . . . θk be the minimal number of external operations θi required to
transform a cell type A into a cell type B. Then B = θ1 . . . θkA. Then we say that cell type A
is k-distant from cell type B and B is a k-transform of A. Note, if B is a k-transform of A that
does not necessarily imply that A is a k-transform of B since the operations may be irreversible.
B is a k-transform of A if there exist a number of operations θ1 . . . θk such that B = θ1 . . . θkA.
B is a transform of A if there exists some k operators such that B is a k-transform of A. The
transpotency of a cell type A is then definable as the set of all ordered pairs < Bi, ki >where Bi is
a ki-transform of A. The operational distance from A to B is number of operators θi, i = 1 . . . k
required to transform A to some type B.
Another aspect of transpotency has to do with stochasticity. It can take many attempts to
transform a cell type A into B. The operator sequence has to be applied to many cells of type
A before one of them changes into type B. Thus, the sequence of operators θ1 . . . θk applied to
A only results in B with some probability p. Thus the transformative distance of A from B
is not just a one dimensional function of the operational distance, but also should include the
probability that an application of the operators to A will result in B. The lower the transform
probability p the farther A is to B in transformational space. And, if the probability p = 0
then B is inaccessible from A. If the probability p = 1 then there is a deterministic relationship
that insures θ1 . . . θkA → B, where → means “yields” or “transforms into”. If 0 ≤ p ≤ 1
then θ1 . . . θkA
p→ B, where p→ means “The operations θ1 . . . θk on A transform A into B with
probability p”.
10.2 Problems with definitions of transpotency
Clearly as experimental procedures evolve the operations required to transform A into B will
change and the operational distance k may decrease. Still this formalization makes it clear that
the larger operational distance the more resistant A is to becoming B. It is also evident that
artificial transpotency need not be correlated with natural transpotency.
Moreover, the existence of operations via transcription factors that can dedifferentiate a cell to
a transpotent totipotent or pluripotent cell and then induce that cell to differentiate become a
specific cell type break down the difference between transpotent cells and normal cells making
the definition of transpotent stem cell all inclusive and, thereby, useless.
In normal development, the natural transpotency of a cell depends on the natural conditions
and multicellular context of in which the cell finds itself, e.g., cell signaling in a multicellular
context. Artificial transpotency is experimentally induced transpotency resulting from viral,
chemical or physical extraneous, experimental impingements.
The degree of transpotency of a cell is not precisely defined because it is ultimately an opera-
tional definition that depends on what operations are performed on cells to make them differen-
tiate into other cells. And since a few transcription factors can make some cells dedifferentiate
into stem cells the class of artificial transpotent cells has no clear boundaries. Hence, if suffi-
ciently powerful experimental operations are allowed that can change any cell differentiation
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state to almost any other state, then this calls into question the whole concept of artificial
transpotent, non self-renewing stem cells, since their transpotency can no longer operationally
distinguished from normal cells . The only distinguishing feature would be the number and
type of operators that are required to convert one cell type into another. The greater the number
of steps and the more difficult the operations are the more resistant a cell is to transforma-
tion.
10.3 Conceptual ambiguities
There is a conceptual ambiguity as to what stem cells are 1. One the one hand stem cells are
viewed as having the capacity of endless self-renewal, and, other the other hand, stem cells are
viewed as having the capacity to differentiate into multiple cell types. These two views of stem
cells are distinct and refer to independent properties of cells. They are different conceptions of
what stem cells are and what they can do. The difference is in the capacity of a cell to generate
multiple progeny while maintaining its original, unchanged cell type, versus the capacity of a
cell to change its differentiation state by transforming into different possible cell types.
The two attributes of self-renewal and transformative potential can coexist in the same cell.
However, if a stem cell has both capacities and differentiates into some other cell type it may
loose its capacity to self-renew.
Let us call stem cells that can endlessly generate other cells while maintaining their own cell
type, iteropotent stem cells. While stem cells that have the capacity to differentiate or transform
into various cell types transpotent stem cells.
Yet, a third conception of stem cells combines the self-renewal with a transformative capacity
by distributing the capacities over parent and daughter cells. It restricts the capacity of self-
renewal to the parent cell and the transformative potential to daughter cells. In this version,
stem cells have the capacity of endless self-renewal while they generate daughter cells that
may, but need not, have the capacity to differentiate into multiple cell types.
In summary, stem cells may be purely iteropotent having the capacity of self-renewal but not
have transformative potency (totipotent, pluripotent, multipotent or oligopotent), or they may
be both self-renewing and have transformative potency but they may loose their self-renewing
capacity once they differentiate, or they may be strictly self-renewing but their daughter cells
may have transformative potency. A cell with transformative potency may generate a stem cell.
A stem cell may generate another stem cell. As we will see, all these conceptions of stem cells
are realizable by different developmental stem cell networks.
1I am not referring to the controversy as to whether stem cells are deterministic or have a stochastic dedifferen-
tiation potential (Dick [3]).
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10.4 Iteropotent versus transpotent stem cells
For example, a transpotent stem cell such as a totipotent or pluripotent stem cell may differ-
entiate into a skin cell or heart cell or neuron. Or it may transform into a progenitor cell that
generates a limited number of new cells of various types. If, however, the stem cell is an
iteropotent stem cell then it may, given the right conditions, continually generate skin cells,
or heart cells or neurons. While the same stem cell may be both a transpotent as well as an
iteropotent stem cell, it need not be. Some stem cells may be transpotent but not iteropotent
while others may be iteropotent but not transpotent. Some stem cells may generate transpotent
stem cells that are not iteropotent. And, as we will see iteropotent stem cells can generate other
stem cells. In the latter case, we will call them meta-stem cells.
It can be even more intertwined. A daughter cell of a stem cell may stochastically or in response
to an external signal, dedifferentiate into its parent stem cell control state. Differentiation in-
cludes a change in the cell’s control state. Dedifferentiation means that the cell control state
jumps from its given control state to an earlier upstream control state in its global develop-
mental network. The locality of the stem cell network in the global network determines the
particular phenotypic properties of the stem cell and that stem cell’s progeny.
Thus as we change the theoretical framework from a gene-centered view of development to
a control network view of development a new conceptual framework becomes available that
allows more precise definitions of stem cells and their properties.
The more immature a daughter cell is, the more cell types it can differentiate into. The cell type
it becomes may depend on the cell types of the cellular context into which it is born. The more
mature the parent stem cell is the more constrained is the cell type of its daughters2 .
The transpotent stem cells can be totipotent cells, pluripotent, multipotent or oligopotent. A
totipotent cell can generate an entire organism. However, it is not necessarily an iteropotent
stem cell since it does not self-renew, only one embryo is formed from a given cell under nor-
mal development. Stem cell that produced totipotent cells is a theoretical possibility. Then
each daughter cell of such a stem cell could produce an embryo. A pluripotent cell can differ-
entiate into multiple cell types. Multipotent cells are even more restricted in the cell types they
can differentiate into. These gradations are vague and difficult to define precisely but they are
all based on the cell’s capacity to differentiate into a set of cell types that then may or may not
be able to generate entire organisms, organs, multicellular tissue or terminate in one or more
cells of some type. If we look at the control network guiding such cells then a totipotent cell
is controlled by the global developmental control network or cenome of the organism. Trans-
formative pluripotent cells are controlled by some subnetwork of the global network. Such
transpotent networks need not have the architecture of iteropotent stem cells. Generative stem
cells are defined by their developmental control network architecture or topology. It is this
architecture that is the basis of their capacity to self-renew.
2We need to distinguish stem cell network hierarchy from the stem cell maturity which has to do with network
locality.
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This hierarchy is based on a hierarchical network architecture. This architecture is also the
basis of metastatic hierarchies in cancer. A group of totipotent stem cells interact with each
other to prevent multiple embryos from forming, one potential embryo from each totipotent
cell.
The molecular implementation of stem cell networks involves transcription factors and possibly
as yet undiscovered RNA based regulators. The basis of all regulation is an addressing system
that maps addresses to potential control areas of the genome and the cell.
10.5 Dedifferentiation of daughter cells into stem cells
Dedifferentiation potential in the daughter cell introduces yet another layer of complexity. A
stem cell may produce a daughter cell that has the capacity to dedifferentiate into its parent
stem cell state. The dedifferentiation may be stochastic based on some probability or it may
be induced by cell signaling or other cellular contextual information. In that case the origi-
nal stem cell is conditionally a meta-stem cell since it has parented a stem cell but it is also
conditionally exponential since it has generated two cells of its own cell type. However, even
exponential networks that are communication dependent need not proliferate exponentially
(Werner [27]).
10.6 Stem cell locality
The global developmental control network 3 is the control network responsible for the embryo-
genesis and development of multicellular organisms. Stem cells can be of various types that
depend on the position that their own local control network has in the global developmental
network. The ability of daughter cells of stem cells to assume various cell types depends on
the developmental context in which they find themselves. The earlier the stem cell network is
linked into and activated by the global developmental network the more likely that the stem
cell daughter cells are immature and pluripotent, pluripotent meaning that they can differenti-
ate into multiple cell types. If the stem cell network is linked later into a developmental path
within the global control network then the more likely the stem cell will produce daughter cells
that are less pluripotent, being relatively fixed in their phenotype.
10.7 Distinct stem cell concepts
Stem cell properties are the result of the properties of the developmental cell network that
controls their behavior. Thus, the attributes of stem cells are directly linked to the properties of
their controlling developmental network. Hence, using network properties we can distinguish
different attributes of stem cells:
3The global developmental network is called the cenome in (Werner [26, 27]).
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Developmental networks by definition are proliferative, meaning that they lead to one or more
cell divisions. A network has potentially infinite proliferative capacity if it contains loops that
lead to endless repetition of a developmental network.
1. Stem cell potency is the capacity of a cell to differentiate into various cell types such
as being totipotent, pluripotent and oligopotent. This capacity is the result of an under-
lying developmental subnetwork. This developmental subnetwork may or may not be
proliferative, but need not have self-renewing loops.
2. Stem cell self-generating capacity is determined by the stem cell network architecture
which includes the hierarchical order of the self-renewing stem cell network, e.g. 1st-
order, 2nd-order, kth-order geometric network.
3. Stem cell proliferative potential is the capacity of a cell to generate a set of cells when
the network it links to is run. 4 5
4. Downstream potential of a net state Downstream accessible nodes of a given net state.
A net state is a set of net nodes. The execution of a net state partitions the developmental
space into a set of subspaces of multicellular systems. Each subspace is the result of
different developmental paths due to various possible conditions.
5. The execution potential is the set of network paths that are accessible from a given cell
network control state. The downstream network from a cell state is the subnetwork that
is accessible from that cell state. It includes every accessible cell history from the given
cell state.
A cell history is a path in the developmental network. Given a cell state σ let Ω(σ) =
σ∗ = {H ∈ Ω ∣ ∃t ∈ Ψ ∧ n ∈ σ, such that Ht = n} 6
6. Stem cell locality describes the position, by way of the linkage relationships, of the local
stem cell network within the global developmental network of the organism. Stem cell
locality may influence stem cell differentiation potency.
Note, that these distinct stem cell attributes are described in terms of the properties of the
4The ambiguity: A cell may divide into two daughter cells. These in turn can divide further. So we need to
distinguish the whole downstream potential of a cell from its immediate daughter generating potential. e.g., a stem
cell because it is self-renewing has infinite potential over time. The problem is giving labels to different properties
of developmental networks and their dynamic behavior in a developing system of cells.
5Distinguish network accessibility from the resulting execution of that accessible downstream network. Note,
in the case of a first order stem cell that network can be very small, and yet has potentially infinite genera-
tive/proliferative potential. Because of the infinite loop, the downstream proliferative potential is of a 1st order
stem cell is infinite.
6The H in Ω can be infinite. The problem is that a state is a set of nodes which may be in different parts of the
network. Hence, the nodes need not be on the same history or path. While the cell state history is linear, the control
state is nonlinear since it can be on several paths simultaneously. Hence, the history of a “path” of a cell control
state is a set of histories or linear paths. It can branch out or shrink in the future. So at any point it is a set of nodes,
and over time it is a set of paths in the network. It is like parallel programs. There can be interpretation conflicts.
Any control pointer can change as a result of cell signaling or a new one can be added. But the receptor and its
interpretation has to be thrown first, unless it is part of the innate non-genomic or pre-genomic or epigenomic IES.
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underlying stem cell network. Through these network properties we can distinguish the overt
dynamic stem cell phenotype: Stem cell potency to differentiate into various cells types (totipo-
tent, pluripotent, oligopotent) versus stem cell proliferative capacity (the order of the meta-stem
cell network) versus stem cell network locality (where the stem cell network is linked into the
global developmental network).
A so-called stem cell that has the capacity to differentiate into a subset of cell types may not
even have stem cell proliferative capacity. For example, a totipotent embryonic stem cell need
not be self-renewing even though it can generate stem cells that are self-renewing. Hence,
the term stem cell is being used equivocally for different network properties. Differentiation
potency is an independent dimension from stem cell proliferative capacity as governed by a
stem cell network. To clearly define stem cells we need to define them through their underlying
developmental networks.
10.8 Stem cell classification and methods that induce cell differentiation
Furthermore, when an experimentalist manipulates a cell by various chemical or physical
means to differentiate into some specific cell type, it does not mean that that cell has a nat-
ural potential to differentiate into that cell type. The natural differentiation potential is given
by the cells local active developmental network. External experimental manipulations may
force an artificial differentiation potential by forcing the activation of totally different develop-
mental control network that then may give the cell a new proliferative dynamic and capacity to
differentiate to a new, uncharacteristic phenotype.
While forced cell differentiation may have bioengineering and medical applications, it should
not be used to define the capacity of the unforced, natural stem cell. That being said, placing the
cell in a new multicellular context or the external introduction of cell signals such as hormones,
while maintaining the cell’s integrity, can help decipher the conditional network activation
potential of the cell. Hence, the boundary between forced and unforced cell differentiation
may be difficult to delineate.
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